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CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd  Newsletter 
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The peak weekly newsletter for cane farmers in the Burdekin 

This newsletter is not to be distributed or reproduced without the express permission of CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd 

Rural Water Use Efficiency – 
Irrigation Futures  
official launch 
The Minister for Natural Resources and Mines, Andrew Cripps officially launched 

the next round of the RWUE-IF program on Wednesday morning at the Giru 

property of Gary Stockham. 

An overview of the program is as follows:  

 State Government funding of $8m over four years from 2013/14 to 2016/17 

has been approved.  This is to be administered by the Department of 

Natural Resources and Mines. 

 CANEGROWERS has been allocated $2.88m of the $8m and of the $2.88m 

over $1.6m has been targeted for the Burdekin and the Burdekin 

Groundwater Management Area. 

 CANEGROWERS has contracted Burdekin Productivity Services (BPS) to 

deliver the following over the four year period: 

 $400,000 will be available for dewatering projects in the Burdekin 

Groundwater Management Area 

 $760,000 for Incentives for irrigation efficiency projects in the Burdekin 

Groundwater Management Area 

 $360,000 for extension and consultancies to support project evaluations 

and applications and to assist growers to improve irrigation efficiencies 

 $92,400 for decision making systems to be implemented across the 

Burdekin district. 

Note:  All amounts quoted are pre GST. 

Canegrowers Burdekin is working with BPS to finalise the guidelines for the 

program and it is anticipated that the guidelines will be completed within four 

weeks.  For further information growers should contact Rob Milla at the BPS on 

4783 1101 or 0490 036 329 or rmilla@bps.net.au 

 

CANEGROWERS      
Burdekin Ltd  

Membership Fees 

For 2014/2015  

CBL  Administration Fee         21 cents 

CBL Water Perils Crop Comp.    2 cents 

CGU Fire Perils Crop Comp.    1.86 cents 

Qld CANEGROWERS Fee    16.25 cents 

Sub Total                41.11 cents 

+ GST    

SPECIAL 50% 
DISCOUNT FOR NEW 

MEMBERS 
A 50% discount on the total Membership Fee 

is on offer for new members. For the 2014/15 

year, for any new member who joins or re-joins 

CANEGROWERS they will receive the full 

benefits of being a member of 

CANEGROWERS for half price.   

For example the 2014/15 levy is 41.11 cents 

the new member would only pay 20.56 cents 

per tonne for the 2014/15 year and this would 

provide full membership of Canegrowers 

Burdekin and CANEGROWERS Qld plus crop 

compensation cover for both Water and Fire. 

Terms and conditions apply.  One condition being the 

special 50% discount applies to the full levy for new 

members/tonnage with up to and including 40,000 tonnes.  

For new members with tonnage over 40,000 a special 

discount will be negotiated. 
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Australian Sugar 
Industry Alliance 
Forum 
 

Background:   The Australian Sugar Industry Alliance (ASA) 

was formed late in 2007 with Australian Sugar Milling Council 

and CANEGROWERS Qld as founding members. The focus 

of ASA is to promote and advance the development of a 

commercially vibrant, sustainable and self- reliant raw sugar 

and sugar cane derived products industry. 

The Alliance is the conduit for the development and 

promotion of policy advancing the commercial development 

of the Australian sugar industry through engagement with 

government, industry, service providers, community and 

other stakeholders and providing leadership to advance 

sugar industry self-reliance, sustainability and viability. 

The ASA Forum was held on Thursday 6th March at Customs 

House Brisbane with over 100 delegates in attendance. 

Dr Paul Grimes the  Secretary for the Department of 

Agriculture,  provided the Opening Address.  Dr Grimes 

stressed that the Department of Agriculture’s role was to work 

with us to achieve the growth opportunities as and when they 

present themselves  and acknowledged that the Australian 

sugar industry faces more than our fair share of challenges.  

Dr Grime’s presentation was wide ranging covering the 

Government’s goal of reducing the cost of red tape by $1b, 

Reef Rescue , trade negotiations and the importance of 

growers taking the opportunity to have a say in the 

development of the Agriculture Competitiveness White paper  

stressing that this  paper will form the “Statement of 

Government Policy Intent”.   See story on page 3. 

Toby Cohen from Czarnikow provided an entertaining 

session advising that Czarnikow was more bullish than others 

in sugar as they feel the sugar market has been undervalued 

for some time.  Of interest, Mr Cohen stated “the wheels 

have come off Brazil”.   He advised the rational for this 

statement related to Brazil’s debt sector rising to $63b and 

Brazil’s debt multiples are now very high.  The cost of debt 

has pushed up Brazil’s cost of production which now looks 

like about 18.12 cents per lb.   Mr Cohen gave examples of 

some of the big Brazilian companies’ bond prices 

dramatically decreasing since April 2013 with one company 

going into Chapter 11 in the past weeks.   

Neil Fisher, CEO of Sugar Research Australia’s presentation covered Yellow Canopy Syndrome, advising they are very conscious 

of the time it is taking to get a result, Varieties, noting growers concern in performance of new varieties and that SRA have 

undertaken a review of the economic traits of the breeding program the results of which will be released in May and June of this 

year.   Mr Fisher provided an overview of how SRA is endeavouring to work with industry to achieve the 37m tonne target for 

2017.  This included commentary on GM, how SRA can get research to the farm gate (goal to work with 

Productivity Service Companies) and that they have heard growers concerns that PEC is not 

working.  

The key point from Mr Fisher’s presentation was his comment that SRA will do what its 

members tell it.  

 

Delegates at the Australian Sugar industry Alliance forum 

Toby Cohen from Czanikow with Debra Burden & Ron Mullins 

Steve Postma, Russell Jordan, Ron Mullins, Jonathan Pavetto & 
David Lando 

Just because you pay your 
SRA levies does not mean 

you are a member  

http://www.sugarresearch.com.au/icms_docs/170939_SRA_Membership_Application_Form.pdf
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SRA Membership 
SRA would like to thank the thousands of growers who have returned 

their completed SRA Membership Form. At the end of the month SRA 

will contact all of its Members to let them know how they can be 

involved in the Delegate nomination process. 

If you haven’t yet returned your completed SRA Membership Form, 

do so BEFORE FRIDAY 22 MARCH so you too can nominate, be 

nominated and vote for your local SRA Grower Delegate.  

Agriculture 
Competitiveness 
White Paper 
Taskforce in Bowen 
on Friday 4 April 
Minister for Agriculture, Barnaby Joyce, is calling 

Queenslanders with a passion for agriculture to 

contribute to the Agriculture Competitiveness White 

Paper process.  “Our local industry leaders, farmers and 

those in sectors connected to the land all have good 

ideas on how to get better returns for the agriculture 

sector,” Minister Joyce said.  “If you have the ideas, 

enthusiasm and knowledge, now is the time to get 

involved and tell us how we can create a stronger, more 

profitable and more sustainable agriculture sector.  “Our 

agriculture sector is a huge contributor to the Australian 

economy with our hardworking farmers producing 

around $50 billion worth of food and fibre each year with 

exports valued at almost $40 billion.” 

The Agricultural Competitiveness White Paper Taskforce 

is travelling around Australia to meet with local farmers 

and industry representatives to hear their ideas.   

Roundtable meetings with invited farmers and other 

agricultural representatives, along with scheduled one-

on-one meetings have been organised. Those 

passionate about making our agricultural industries 

stronger are encouraged to take an interest and have 

their say. 

If you would like to make a one-on-one appointment with 

the taskforce while they are near you, phone 02 6271 

6272 or email agricultural.competitiveness@pmc.gov.au. 

If you are not attending a roundtable or have been 

unable to make a one-on-one appointment you can still 

make a submission. Submissions on the issues paper 

are due by 5 pm, 17 April 2014.  To find out how, visit 

www.agriculturalcompetitiveness.dpmc.gov.au. 

Representatives from Burdekin Canegrowers will be 

meeting with the taskforce on the following key 

matters: 

1. The potential unsustainability of the cane 
industry due to the squeezing of growers 
margins.  In particular we will cover the impact 
of out of control electricity pricing and the 
impact of unfair practices of the local Council in 
regard to general rates. 

2. The lack of competition and unaffordability of 
insurance  

3. The “Water for Bowen” project as a potential to 
greatly expand agriculture in this region 

 

Growers are invited to contract Debra (0417 709 435) 

to put forward their suggestions on other key points 

they would like to be included in the Canegrowers 

Burdekin submission. 

Super Sweet Sorghum 
Trial 
On Monday 10th March, Japanese Company SOL Holdings together 

with Renewable Developments Australia hosted an on farm tour of 

their trial crop of Super Sweet Sorghum.  This trial crop has been 

undertaken by Kevin Mann on his farm at Home Hill. 

The trial crop was planted in October, 2013 and has shown 

impressive growth.  SOL Holdings state “recent developments 

indicate that some of their Super Sorghum varieties have the 

potential to yield the same or higher sucrose content when compared 

with conventional sugar cane and there is the potential that Super 

Sorghum could provide double the yield of cane”.  

It was agreed by attendees that this was an interesting trial that had 

potential but that more research needs to be undertaken. 

Canegrowers Burdekin representatives stressed to Mr Atsushi 

Miyajima President and CEO of SOL Holdings the importance of 

avoiding contamination.  SOL Holdings indicated they would return in 

the future once the results of further research were available.    

Just because you pay a levy does 
not mean you are a member  

http://www.sugarresearch.com.au/icms_docs/170939_SRA_Membership_Application_Form.pdf
http://www.sugarresearch.com.au/icms_docs/170939_SRA_Membership_Application_Form.pdf
mailto:agricultural.competitiveness@pmc.gov.au
http://www.agriculturalcompetitiveness.dpmc.gov.au
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Update from the Burdekin Canegrowers 
Boardroom 
 

Your Board held their regular monthly meeting on Tuesday of this week. 

Part of the meeting was set aside to receive presentations from Carla Keefe from QSL and from Gordon Edwards from KFSU. 

Carla provided an update on the recent meeting of the QSL Grower Member Workshop held on 26 Feb in Brisbane.  CBL 

Directors Owen Menkens and Russell Jordan attended this meeting.  Carla’s presentation commenced with highlighting QSL’s 

Goal “To create prosperity for you by maximising the pool price” and QSL’s purpose “To serve the interests of Growers and 

Millers for the long-term prosperity of the Queensland sugar industry”.  The presentation then went on to cover the plan for 2014 

for each of the four key QSL value offerings of financing, pricing, marketing and logistics.   Carla then provided an overview of the 

new selling arrangements being that the Millers now have the option to sell their Economic Interest sugar and how this change 

results in “no change” for QSL for financing, pricing, marketing and logistics and how production risk is now allocated. 

Directors raised concerns that as all Millers now market their own Economic Interest Sugar this means that all of the sugar in the 

Harvest Pool is Growers Economic Interest Sugar.  Directors concerns related to growers not having sufficient say in regard to 

the marketing of the pools but in particular now in regard to the 

Harvest Pool. 

Gordon Edwards provided an update on KFSU which covered 

key points of:  Who is KFSU, What is Kfibre, Why sell it, KFSU’s 

competitive advantage, product uses, international markets, 

retail trials, intellectual property, current 

opportunities and future plans.    

Smart Cane BMP facilitator Gary Halliday 

provided an update on the BMP project.  It was 

noted that although the number of growers 

engaged in the project is steadily increasing the 

target of 100 by the end of July is still a way off.  

Concern was raised that Reef Regulations and 

the restrictions this legislation imposes on the 

growers are still in force.   It was re-affirmed that 

the best way the industry can change this is for 

growers to participate in the Smart Cane BMP 

program and demonstrate to Government that 

the industry is progressing towards best 

practice.  

 

 

Hey don’t forget to register for the next 

Smartcane BMP workshop Wednesday 

26th March 

Carla Keith from QSL with the Board members Gordon Edwards from KFSU presents to the Board 
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Opportunities for Northern Australia Breakfast 
 

Canegrowers Burdekin hosted a table at this week’s business breakfast on the Opportunities for Northern Australia with speaker 

The Hon Warren Entsch MP Chairman of the joint Steering Committee for the development of Northern Australia. 

Our guests included John Pratt, Paul Giordani and Steve Postma from Wilmar and John Anderson from The Bulletin.   

Canegrowers Burdekin Directors took the opportunity to speak with MPs Sam Cox and Ewen Jones and put to the guest speaker 

the fact that the cost of electricity is holding back not only the cane industry but the overall growth and development of Northern 

Australia. 

Key points from Warren Entsch’s presentation included: 

 The closing date for submissions for the white paper on the Opportunities for Northern Australia has been extended.  The 

committee is travelling around Northern Australia to allow people to put forward their ideas.  The committee will be in 

Townsville on 2nd April 

 By 2050 over 50% of the world’s population will live in the tropical zone ...but the vast majority will live in third world 

countries.  Tropical is the key world 

 Food, Water and Health will be the key issues and Australia is well 

placed to address these challenges from the projected growth in 

population 

 Energy is a big issue ...currently everything is feed from the 

south ...need to turn this around so electricity is feed North to South 

 Rail line to Darwin is seen as an opportunity ...currently rail freight goes 

from Townsville to Brisbane to Sydney to Melbourne to Adelaide to 

Darwin  

 Insurance is one of the key focus points.  Northern Australia represents 

over 40% of the Australian land mass but only  1 m people live in the 

area ...a key reason why insurance companies walk away.  If people 

cannot afford insurance they cannot get a mortgage. 

 No shortage of investors keen to invest.  These investors do not want 

Government money, they want the Government to get rid of red tape so 

they can get on with projects in a commercial manner with a commercial 

return 

 The key to everything is population growth but not FIFO and tax 

incentives are not the answer to attract growth as these are only 

effective in a short term  

 The Government sees 5 main centres to focus on for growth in Northern 

Australia ... Rockhampton, Mackay, Townsville, Cairns and Darwin.  

Thinking is that in 30 to 40 years the populations in these main centres 

will triple. 

Roger Piva, MP Ewen Jones, Steve Postma, Sib Torrisi & John Anderson Phil Marano, MP Sam Cox & Arthur Woods  

http://us2.campaign-archive1.com/?u=68488509dc65e9eff10a76720&id=c59c32459a&e=1456129d8e
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It’s all about N at the Burdekin 
sugarcane information session  
Over 100 sugarcane industry participants attended the joint Sugar Research 

Australia Ltd (SRA) and Burdekin Productivity Services Ltd (BPS) information 

morning on Wednesday 5 March. 

Dr Andrew Ward, Executive Manager, Professional Extension and Communication 

Unit, SRA said that the event was an ideal opportunity for everyone to gather the 

latest best-practice farming advice and industry information to drive some of this 

season’s farming decisions. 

A range of leading experts presented results from SRA-funded research that 

examined the nitrogen use efficiency of a range of sugarcane cultivars, and results 

from the SIX EASY STEPS validation trials funded by the Department of 

Environment and Heritage Protection.  

The increased productivity and reduced off-farm losses that new forms of nitrogen 

fertilisers such as Entec and Agricote products provide were also covered. 

“The sessions about nutrient management and soil health were of greatest 

interest, in particular the new research findings and emerging technologies in the 

field of nitrogen.   

“Both topics were identified at recent SRA industry consultation forums as two of 

the most important challenges facing growers today. From the positive feedback 

we received from attendees, these sessions addressed what they wanted to know 

to help them on-farm,” Dr Ward advised. 

Considerable time was also allowed for questions and attendees used this 

opportunity to better understand how the current and future research being 

undertaken in the nitrogen space could help them improve the productivity and 

profitability of their own farming operation.  

“Attendees shared each other’s experiences and took away a range of practical 

advice on the best times to apply nitrogen, the impact of water quality and 

importantly the cost benefit of newly-released nitrogen products,” he said. 

The morning finished with presentations from supply chain participants Wilmar, 

who explained the maintenance and capital investment being undertaken at their 

Burdekin mills to efficiently crush what is expected to be a larger 2014 crop, and 

Queensland Sugar Ltd who discussed the outlook for the sugar price. 

“Both SRA and BPS were extremely pleased with the enthusiastic attendance on 

the day. Feedback from attendees confirmed that growers and other industry 

participants want to connect with the whole-of-supply chain, to help them make 

informed decisions. 

“SRA is therefore committed to providing similar events throughout 2014,” 

concluded Dr Ward. 

Greg Trost to 
retire from 
CANEGROWERS 
Qld 

Greg Trost has 

announced his 

retirement and will 

be taking long 

service leave from 1 

April, right through 

until his actual 

retirement date of 2 

January 2015.  This 

will mark Greg’s 

35th year with 

CANEGROWERS 

and we thank him for his years of dedicated 

service to the organisation. His work portfolio 

is being divided by core function and 

reassigned to existing resources within the 

CANEGROWERS team. 

SAFETY UPDATE 

Workplace Health and Safety Queensland 

has created a fact sheet addressing some of 

the common misunderstanding that rural 

employers have when it comes to 

occupational health and safety obligations. 

QFF has published the factsheet on its 

website here, where it addresses issues 

such as contracted employees, 

superannuation, and overseas workers. For 

more information visit workcoverqld.com.au/

agriculture. 

Extract from QFF newsletter  

Nominate for the 
Australian 
Museum Eureka 
prize 
The Australian Museum Eureka Prizes are 

open for entries, including the category 

award of the Department of Agriculture 

Landcare Eureka Prize for Sustainable 

Agriculture. This Eureka Prize awards 

$10,000 for excellence in the scientific 

research, development or innovative 

application of agricultural practices that 

have improved, or have the potential to 

improve, the productivity and sustainable 

use of our natural resources. Entries close 

on May 2. Contact 

eureka@austmus.gov.au for questions. 

http://www.qff.org.au/policy-projects/our-work/workplace-health-and-safety/
http://www.workcoverqld.com.au/agriculture
http://www.workcoverqld.com.au/agriculture
https://eureka-entry.australianmuseum.net.au/?utm_source=SA%20gen&utm_medium=mailmerge&utm_content=OES&utm_campaign=SA%20gen%20OES
mailto:eureka@austmus.gov.au
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The CANEGROWERS 
Burdekin App is available by 

scanning the above QR 
code 

@BurdekinCANE 

CANEGROWERS Burdekin Ltd 

www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au 

SC
A

N
 H

ER
E 

Burdekin Variety Adoption 
Meeting 
 

CANEGRWOERS Burdekin are seeking the assistance of up to five members to attend the 

below Burdekin region variety adoption committee meeting and provide feedback to the 

CBL Board. 

As the variety meeting is being held the same day as the next CBL Board meeting we are 

unable to attend and would like to appoint up to five interested members as our 

representative at the meeting. 

If you would like to attend on our behalf please contact Debra Burden on 0417 709 435 or 

email debra_burden@canegrowers.com.au before Monday 24 March. 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Canegrowers-Burdekin-Limited/365513130247968?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/burdekincane
http://www.canegrowersburdekin.com.au
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A one day Chemical Training course 
will be held at the CANEGROWERS 

Training Centre 

68 Tenth Street HOME HILL 

On 

Tuesday, 25 March 2014 

Commencing at 8.00 AM 

Cost $350 per person including GST  

 For Bookings contact  
Jamie Cupples on 0428 790 972 or 

email 

jcupples@farmsafe.com.au 

Sugar Research Australia 
celebrates innovation at the 

sugarcane grower expo 
Sugar Research Australia Ltd (SRA) is encouraging sugarcane industry participants to attend The Grower Innovation Virtual Expo 

(GIVE) 2014 to see first-hand how innovation can improve on-farm results.   The expo will showcase grower group research 

projects at the Innisfail Showgrounds from 18–19 March 2014, followed by the SRA breakfast and Innisfail Agricultural Field Day 

on 20 March 2014. 

Dr Andrew Ward, Executive Manager, Professional Extension and Communication Unit, SRA said that GIVE is an excellent 

opportunity for grower groups to share their lessons with the broader sugarcane community.  

“SRA is a proud sponsor of GIVE and has invested heavily in a large percentage of the projects that are featured at the expo.  By 

seeing research in action and understanding how the findings can improve their own farming operations, growers are more likely 

to adopt pioneering practices.  SRA recognises the value of supporting growers learning from their peers,” Dr Ward said. 

Attendees are invited to join SRA on the last day of the expo for breakfast and a series of information sessions that are aimed at 

helping guide grower’s decisions for the season ahead. 

“It’s planting time so it’s important to know how different sugarcane varieties have performed and what new promising varieties 

are being considered for the northern region.  And even though harvesting season is still a few months away it’s never too early 

to find out how small changes in harvesting practices can dramatically reduce infield losses and improve profitability, not just for 

the growers but also for the mills,” said Dr Ward. 

A session on nitrogen nutrition will evaluate the benefits of the different forms of nitrogen that are available. Practical advice on 

how the different forms might fit into a nutrient management program and help growers maximise production and minimise off-

farm impacts, will be provided.  

The morning will conclude with a session on Yellow Canopy Syndrome to bring the northern grower community up to speed on 

SRA’s research into the condition. 

mailto:jcupples@farmsafe.com.au
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CANEGROWERS Queensland … taking up the 
fight on all issues affecting cane farmers  

For the week ending to 11 March 2014 

Trade 

Trans Pacific Partnership Singapore outcomes 

 The TPP Ministerial meeting in Singapore concluded without a breakthrough on the critical market access. 

 The next engagement is expected to be in Japan towards the end of March. 

 The treatment of sensitive products will be key to a worthwhile outcome for sugar.  CANEGROWERS has joined with NFF 

and other Australian agricultural industries making it very clear that there must be no commodity exclusions from any TPP 

agreement. 

Smartcane BMP 
 CANEGROWERS also met with QFF and QDO to discuss Reef Rescue and Reef Trust program alignment with industry BMP 

programs. 

 CANEGROWERS Manager Environment & Natural Resources Matt Kealley met with Evan Shannon from FARMACIST 

during the past week to discuss grub control products, water use efficiency and reef rescue program alignment. 

 CANEGROWERS is meeting with DEHP and DAFF again this fortnight about the Smartcane BMP project. 

 CANEGROWERS is soon to meet with the consultants who have prepared the draft report: Benchmarking/Gap Analysis of 

the Smartcane BMP and Bonsucro Programs 

RWUE-IF 
 A meeting with a stakeholder group in the Burdekin was held to assess the options for best use of the information system 

funding available through the RWUE-IF project. Burdekin Productivity Services assisted by Burdekin Canegrowers will be 

delivering the RWUE-IF project in the Burdekin and the meeting also included DNRM, BRIA Irrigators Committee and SRA 

representatives. 

Lobbying 

Drought  

 CANEGROWERS will be attending a drought meeting this week at DAFF Queensland to receive a briefing on drought 

assistance measures available from the State and Commonwealth) and drought declarations for shires in intensive farming 

regions (specifically where is being declared or may be soon declared).   The meeting will also be an opportunity for 

CANEGROWERS to disseminate information on the drought status impacting sugar cane growing regions from Bundaberg to 

Rocky Point. 

Skills priorities 

 CANEGROWERS attended the Queensland Government’s Ministerial Industry Commission forum to discuss skilling 

priorities. Agriculture, identified as one of the four pillars of the Queensland economy, has been acknowledged as a sector 

where skills funding has been lagging other sectors. The report to the commission states ‘structural change within the sector 

continues to be widespread and is expected to further add to the demand for a higher level of skill from agricultural workers’. 

Vegetation management: 

 The Queensland Government is proposing to implement a “cost recovery” fee structure. This new structure would see fees for 

a vegetation clearing for high value or irrigated high value agriculture increase by 700 – 1400%. CANEGROWERS provided a 

submission to the review of Development Assessment fees. The submission outlines why CANEGROWERS does not support 

this change in fee structure.  
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CANEGROWERS Queensland cont 

Project Catalyst conference 
 CANEGROWERS Matt Kealley and Smartcane BMP Project Director Malcolm Petrie attended the Project Catalyst forum on 

25 & 26 February 2014 to listen and better understand the program, its activities, the innovation practices growers are 

undertaking, to network and to promote Smartcane BMP.  

 Approximately 150 people attended the forum with around 60 Project Catalyst growers.  WWF Australia, WWF international, 

Coca Cola South Pacific, Syngenta, NRM (Reef Catchments, NQ Dry Tropics, Terrain), Productivity Service companies and 

resellers were also present. 

 CANEGROWERS was interested to know what trials have been undertaken and what the results show.  Some of this 

information was made available in the forum publications. 

 The aim of the program is to fund innovative ideas, practices and concepts through trials which are also evaluated against 

profitability, productivity and water quality outcomes.  The challenge for Project Catalyst is taking these ideas and innovation 

through to R,D&E, extension and broader industry uptake.   

 The forum was conducted over two days, consisting of workshops on water quality, chemicals and nutrients.  Guest speakers 

from Coca-Cola and WWF International presented at the opening of the forum.  The forum concluded with a creativity 

workshop facilitated by Dr David Cropley.  This was engaging and provided some useful tools on creativity. 

 There is a strong networking and discussion approach to the forum which allowed growers to discuss their ideas, innovation 

and approach to sustainability.   

 CANEGROWERS is always supportive of innovation and new ideas and CANEGROWERS has a role to promote continuous 

improvement to the majority of the industry.  The Smartcane BMP is a program to help achieve that.  Innovation is also not 

exclusive and to get broader uptake of promising innovation, better collaboration and alignment is required so that these 

promising ideas can be evaluated and supported by industry.   

 There was some good opportunity to network and seek alignment with Smartcane BMP.   

 Malcolm and Matt had productive discussions with WWF Australia, WWF US, Coke and Syngenta as well as NRM 

organisations, productivity service companies and resellers on Smartcane BMP alignment and collaboration. 

Research 

 CANEGROWERS Has undertaken additional work with SRA to update the production costs in the rEGV model. Options to 

change the way the economics are applied are being investigated. 

ASA Forum 
 Over 100 industry, government and invited guests attended the annual Australian Sugar Industry Alliance Industry Forum on 

Thursday, 6 March. 

Ravensdown 
 RFA ‘Grow Ravensdown’ Workshop 8 & 9 April: The QCGO Board has agreed that CANEGROWERS must present a 

credible plan to achieve the 100,000 tonne target when it meets with the RFA Board on 9 April.  The Board said 

CANEGROWERS representatives should meet on 8 April to discuss, agree and finalise a plan for presentation.  One or two 

representatives from each region will be requested to attend the 8 April meeting and the workshop on 9 April. 

 RFA Sales up: Ravensdown’s sales for the 2013 calendar year increased by 32% to 68,016 tonnes.   

 Meeting with Valuer-General: CANEGROWERS met with the Valuer-General and officers from the State Valuation Service 

last week for its annual presentation on new valuations issued in 2014.  Valuations were conducted in all cane growing areas 

except Hinchinbrook, Mackay and Fraser Coast.  The market, as in farm sales, had limited activity but remained stable 

according to the Valuer-General.  Overall valuations of cane farms for the revaluation period would remain unaltered.  On a 

micro level cane farms can expect some limited valuation alterations with the majority occurring in Mulgrave, Babinda, 

Innisfail and Tableland. 
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CANEGROWERS Submissions 
Review of Queensland’s Development Assessment Fees   

CANEGROWERS provided a submission to the Deputy Premier and Minister for State Development, Hon Jeff Seeney regarding 

the review of Queensland’s development assessment fees. In all cases for vegetation clearing under the new clearing purposes 

(for High Value Agriculture and Irrigated High Value Agriculture), the proposed increases are between 700 and 1400% of the 

existing fees.  

 The submission approaches the issue in two ways: 

1.    CANEGROWERS expressed great concern over the increase in cost of development application fees and the impact that will 

have on future development.  

2.    CANEGROWERS questioned the underlying assumptions behind those costs, particularly in relation to the recent reforms to 

the Vegetation Management Act and the Nature Conservation Act. 

The CANEGROWERS submission is available for download here: http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/CANEGROWERS-

submission-review-of-DA-fees.pdf  

QCA’s Draft Retail Electricity Price Determination 2014-15 

CANEGROWERS has found that electricity consumption by irrigators is very responsive to price.  It is clear that the current prices 

applied in rural and regional Queensland are unsustainable for both Ergon and its irrigation customers.  The proposed price 

increases will further discourage electricity use and reduce revenue to government. 

 reducing prices will increase consumption on the Ergon network, increase revenues to the Queensland Government while 

providing much needed price relief for irrigators. 

CANEGROWERS has sought a significant reduction in electricity prices. Based on: 

 Base Load Irrigation Tariffs – include an N-Component that excludes costs associated with rapidly rising cost structures that 

are not associated with delivery of electricity to irrigators, estimated to be 50% of N.  

 Off-Peak Irrigation Tariffs – to provide a worthwhile incentive for off-peak use by further reducing the N-component (set N to 

zero) to encourage use in low network usage periods.  

 Weekend Irrigation Tariffs – set at an equivalent to Off-Peak Irrigation Tariffs to encourage weekend use. 

The CANEGROWERS submission is available for download here: http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/submissions/IU46-

14-QCGO-submission-to-QCA-on-electricity-draft-determination.pdf  

The inquiry into Retail Electricity Price Regulation in Regional Queensland 

CANEGROWERS identify a clear role for government in providing infrastructure necessary to facilitate the growth and 

development of regional Queensland.   

In brief CANEGROWERS is seeking: 

 move the focus of the UTP from uniform retail prices to uniform network, energy and retail costs.  The Community Service 

Obligation (CSO) can be targeted at the network to:  

 equalise transmission charges  

 remove difference in energy losses across the network  

 equalize the cost of delivery between the Energex and Ergon supply areas.  

 conduct a prudency review of past network expenditure to ensure network tariffs reflect the true and prudent cost of supply. 

The CANEGROWERS submission is available for download here: http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/submissions/IU46-

14-QCGO-submission-to-QCA-on-electricity-utp-and-regional-price-regulation.pdf  

CANEGROWERS Queensland cont 

http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/CANEGROWERS-submission-review-of-DA-fees.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/CANEGROWERS-submission-review-of-DA-fees.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/submissions/IU46-14-QCGO-submission-to-QCA-on-electricity-draft-determination.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/submissions/IU46-14-QCGO-submission-to-QCA-on-electricity-draft-determination.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/submissions/IU46-14-QCGO-submission-to-QCA-on-electricity-utp-and-regional-price-regulation.pdf
http://files.canegrowers.com.au/queensland/submissions/IU46-14-QCGO-submission-to-QCA-on-electricity-utp-and-regional-price-regulation.pdf
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DATES TO 

REMEMBER 

 

GIVE (Grower Innovation 

Virtual Expo) is to be held  

Monday 17 March to 

Thursday 20 March in 

Innisfail 

Landcare Meeting, 

Tuesday 1 April , 5pm at 

John Hy Peake room, 

Burdekin Shire Council 

Soil Health Forum, Babinda 

RSL, Wednesday 2 April 

& Walkamin Sports Club , 

Thursday 3 April.  RSVP 

to Fiona on 0488702203 

BPS Shed Meetings 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Planting / Haulout 

work wanted 

Previous Experience, HC 
Licence 

Phone Mark 0455 594 889 

 

 

Precision 
Spot Spraying 

Technology 
A grower needs to improve the 

management of herbicide use in 

sugarcane farming systems led to 

SRA researchers collaborating with 

NCEA in a SRA funded research project to evaluate existing technologies and 

establish guidelines to implement them. 

 

To view this two part series click here.  

17 Mar 8:30 
Airdmillan/
Burstalls 

25 Mar 8:30 

Dicks Bank/
McDesme/
Airville 

25 Mar 1:00 

Waterview/
Sextons/
Aerodrome 

27 Mar 8:30 Rita Island 

27 Mar 1:00 
Jarvisfield/
Kilrie 

http://www.sugarresearch.com.au/page/Growing_cane/Resource_library/Videos/
http://www.youtube.com/embed/k5sYR8QJpls
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QSL update 
By Carla Keith, QSL Industry Relationship Manager 

for week ending 14 March 2014 

With the Declaration period now behind us, Cathy and I have 

had a chance to reflect on some of the common questions 

growers were asking us in the lead up to the final Declaration 

Date at the end of February. It is clear there is still come 

uncertainty about what is forward pricing and how this differs to 

in-season pricing. Therefore, this article will highlight some of 

the key differences between forward pricing and in-season 

pricing.  Growers are encouraged to read more about the 

different pricing options available to them through QSL by 

visiting our website -  www.qsl.com.au .  

What is Forward Pricing? 

Forward pricing is where growers and millers make their own 

decisions on the end price they are aiming to receive for their 

sugar. QSL offers mills, who in turn offer their growers, the 

opportunity to price raw sugar ahead of the season in which 

that sugar is being produced at a price that they nominate.  

These pricing mechanisms are referred to as Fixed Priced 

Forward Contracts and allow mills (and growers) to price their 

expected raw sugar production for up-to three years in advance 

of the QSL Pricing Declaration Date (Feb 28) for the relevant 

season.  To clarify, a grower can nominate in 2014 an $A target 

price for tonnes of sugar they expect to produce in 2017.  The 

mill passes on this order to QSL, who then manage the orders.   

Each mill administers their Forward Pricing options differently 

so you need to talk to your mill about the Forward Pricing 

options available to you.  

By nominating an $A target price, growers have the opportunity 

to make their own decision on the gross price element (the part 

derived from the ICE 11) of the pool return.  Growers will also 

get an allocation of the QSL Shared Pool added or subtracted 

to the gross price, and in some cases mills also charge a fee for 

administering this pool on behalf of growers.  

An alternative to Fixed Priced Forward Contracts is QSL’s 2-

Season and 3-Season Forward Pool.  These pools are priced 

over a longer time-frame under the discretion of QSL and all 

growers within those pools receive the same price. Growers 

nominating into these pools are allowing QSL to make the 

pricing decision for them.  Growers don’t nominate an $A target 

price and can’t change orders throughout the season. Rather 

these Forward Season Pools give QSL the discretion to price 

sugar over a longer window of time, up to three years ahead of 

the relevant season. 

What is In-season pricing? 

By now, growers would be fairly familiar with the number of in-

season pricing pools QSL offers.  These are pools which are 

priced over a 12 month period within the harvesting season by 

QSL’s pricing team.  To recap these are: 

 QSL Harvest Pool 

 QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool 

 QSL Discretionary Pool 

 QSL Actively Managed Pool 

 QSL Growth Pool 

These pools have been developed to provide growers with 

choices, which match their appetite for risk.  Each pool has its 

own risk management profile which is further explained in the 

Product Description Statements available from our website -  

www.qsl.com.au.  By nominating into a QSL-managed pool, you 

are allowing QSL to make the pricing decision for you.  QSL 

Pool Mangers use the futures market and a range of derivative 

instruments to price these pools, which are priced over the 

current season. 

As an alternative to QSL’s in-season pricing pools, some mills 

offer their growers the opportunity to make their own pricing 

decisions during the season by participating in In-Season Fixed 

Priced Contracts, which allow growers to nominate an $A target 

price within the season it will be produced.  For example, a 

grower can nominate an $A target price in February 2014 for 

the sugar they expect to produce in 2014. These mechanisms 

require the grower to decide how many tonnes they want to 

make their own pricing decisions on by the 28 February. The 

pricing may be conducted after that date.  

QSL Supports Women in Sugar Australia conference – 

Bundaberg 

This week QSL Director, Sarah 

Scales, was a guest presenter at 

the annual Women in Sugar 

Australia (WISA) conference held 

in Bundaberg.  Sarah spoke about 

her time heading up the Australian 

Wheat Board’s single desk 

marketing system before joining 

QSL and the similarities between the Australian grains industry 

and the Queensland sugar industry. She touched on the fact 

both industries had experienced significant change over the 

past few decades, particularly since both had been deregulated, 

and spoke about the value that the sugar industry has been 

able to retain through QSL. Sarah told the audience that QSL 

must earn and maintain the support of the industry, by 

delivering services which benefit and add value, in order to 

create stability and allow the industry to focus on growing the 

size of the sugar pie. QSL is a major sponsor of the annual 

WISA event.  

Grower Innovation Virtual Expo (GIVE) in Innisfail  

Next week I will be attending the GIVE days in Innisfail on the 

18th and 19th March and hosting a stall at the Innisfail Field 

Days on the 20th.  I look forward to meeting GIVE day attendees 

and to catching up with growers and industry representatives at 

the Field Days.   

http://www.qsl.com.au
http://www.qsl.com.au
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QSL market update 
By Steve Stone, QSL Treasurer 

as at 10 March 2014 

Sugar  
 
Raw sugar prices surged higher over the past fortnight, with all 

contract months trading above the US18c/lb. level despite a 

weak MAR14 expiry on Feb 28th, where very little physical 

sugar was delivered.   

The MAY14 futures contract has traded as high as US18.5 c/

lb. before a bout of profit taking saw it close last Friday at the 

US18 c/lb. level. Indicative prices for the 2014 season over the 

counter swaps have traded above the A$460 per tonne level, 

particularly pleasing for the local industry facing sub A$400 

prices only a few weeks prior.  

The market strength largely reflects a reaction to a period of 

dry weather in Brazil. These concerns have driven prices in a 

number of soft commodity markets aggressively higher, fuelled 

further by the tension between Russia and the Ukraine.  

With a current raw sugar surplus still in play, as evidenced by a 

continuation of weak physical or cash premiums, market 

analysts suggest the move in sugar prices is now overdone. 

The weather in Brazil is clearly a risk for the 2015 crop, yet 

prices have moved in the front month futures contracts simply 

because that is where the speculative community hold their 

positions due to market liquidity. Accordingly, producer selling 

is now expected to weigh on the attractive pricing levels, with 

futures markets likely to correct in the short-term.  

Sugar market developments have clearly reminded all 

participants of the dangers of ignoring weather risks. We 

believe this will re-focus attention to the likelihood of a tighter 

global sugar balance into 2015, and prices consistently 

stronger into the second half of 2014 and into 2015.  

 Currency 
 
Tempering the positive sugar market mood, the Australian 

dollar has so far proven quiet resilient in the current calendar 

year.  Market levels above US$0.90 have clawed back some of 

the gains made by the sugar futures from the perspective of 

Australian growers.  

More positive economic data in Australia and our largest 

trading partner, China, have improved current market 

sentiment. The Australian dollar traded as high as US$0.915 

ahead of employment data on Friday in the US. Whilst opening 

the week well off the highs, the currency is unlikely to resume 

the downtrend it commenced in 2013 in the short-term.  

Buoyant conditions in the property market and stronger 

employment data last week suggest the RBA has no room for 

further interest rate cuts, and may look to raise rates before 

many had expected. The Central Bank has been more upbeat 

in its recent commentary, whilst not abandoning its view on a 

currency that remains too high. 

Ahead, we sense more frustration for Australian exporters, with 

further currency weakness now less likely until the second half 

of 2014 when we are likely to see more evidence of a 

recovering US economy. 

CANEGROWERS 

weather update 
The forecast rain outlook for the next 12 months for Home Hill 

is represented below.  To see the latest forecast for your 

postcode click here. 

 

The weather tool provides a seven day forecast for your 

desired postcode along with a 12 month rainfall outlook, SOI 

information and sea surface temperatures. 

State of the 

climate report 

released 
The CSIRO and the Bureau of 

Meteorology have released the 2014 

State of the Climate report. It shows that Australia has 

warmed by 0.9 degrees Celsius since 1910 with more 

extreme heat and fewer cool extremes. Rainfall averages 

has slightly increased. The pattern is projected to continue in 

terms of increasing temperatures and greater heavy rainfall. 

The report emphasises that there is a need for continued 

research and development from government into adaptive 

farming techniques for such challenging conditions. With the 

Federal Government moving away from mitigation measures 

such as the carbon tax, this report underscores the need for 

adaptation measures and policies.  

http://www.canegrowers.com.au/f/Weather/
http://www.csiro.au/en/Outcomes/Climate/Understanding/State-of-the-Climate-2014.aspx
http://www.csiro.au/en/Outcomes/Climate/Understanding/State-of-the-Climate-2014.aspx
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Wilmar Sugar 
Report 
Wilmar has developed a Sugar Australia Weekly 

Report which can be found on the Wilmar pricing 

website.  Click here for the first edition. 

Pricing information 
2013 Season Advances & Payments 

as at 11 March 2014 

 

* paid 

The Advance Program is a guide only. CANEGROWERS Burdekin takes 

no responsibility for its accuracy.  It only applies to growers who did not 

forward price for 2013 (the default method).  Growers who have forward 

priced for 2013 will be paid the same percentage of their final expected 

proceeds.  For individual advance rates check your grower forecast on the 

Wilmar website.  

Wilmar Indicative Future Sugar Prices 

as at 13 March 2014 

 

Estimated QSL 2013 Pool Prices 

As at 28 February 2014 

Growers can monitor QSL pool performance via the Price Pool Matrices 

published on the QSL website (www.qsl.com.au). This information is 

updated regularly and provides a sense of how the QSL-managed pools 

are performing over the current season.   

  
$/tonne IPS 

% estimated 

return 

Initial * $219   

22 August 13* $235   

26 September 13* $256   

24 October 13* $262   

21 November 13* $275   

19 December 13* $284   

23 January 14* $305 77.5% 

20 February 14* $317 82.5% 

20 March 14 $332 85.0% 

24 April 14 $342 87.5% 

22 May 14 $351 90.0% 

26 June 14 $371 95.0% 

Final Payment $391 100% 

  Gross $/Tonne IPS     

2014 Season $455 $436 

2015 Season $467 $447 

2016 Season $477 $457 

 $/Tonne IPS 

GROSS 

% Priced 

QSL Harvest Pool $393 92% 

QSL Discretionary Pool $398 99% 

QSL Actively Managed Pool $410 99% 

QSL Growth Pool $425 93% 

QSL Guaranteed Floor Pool $393 100% 

QSL US Quota Pool $486 76% 

QSL 2013 Season Forward Pool $432 99% 

QSL 2014 Season Forward Pool $424 72% 

The Green Pool weekly sugar reports which were 

available to growers via the grower web are now 

available through the CANEGROWERS Burdekin 

website.   

Market reports 
available for 
members 
Exclusive to CANEGROWERS members a free 

market information service is available. 

This service includes: 

 A specially commissioned fortnightly 

CANEGROWERS Market Report prepared for 

CANEGROWERS by Czarnikow Ltd. 

 The daily sugar and currency market analysis In 

the Raw, prepared by Warren Males. 

 The LMC quarterly Sugar Price Forecasting 

Service. 

For more information and to subscribe to the 

service click here. 

QSL daily market reports are available via their 

website www.qsl.com.au.  To view the daily report 

click here. 

http://files.canegrowers.com.au/Burdekin/canenewslinks/Wilmar%20Sugar%20Australia%20Weekly%20Report%2020140311.pdf
http://www.canegrowers.com.au/page/Industry_Centre/grower-centre/Finance_tools/Forecasting_service_for_members/
http://www.qsl.com.au/sugar-prices/daily-market-report
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Call for Carbon Tax repeal 
The NFF has this week reinforced the need to repeal the Carbon Tax, 

reiterating the case that the tax imposes significant costs on Australian farmers, putting the 

Ag sector’s competitive position at risk. In Canberra this week, momentum has been 

building for a strong case to repeal the carbon tax in the Senate.  The NFF once again 

alluded to the fact that whilst agriculture’s direct emissions are excluded from the scheme, 

the imposts on industry have impacted on the sector’s ability to compete as a key player in 

international and domestic markets. More concerning, the tax jeopardises Ag’s ability to 

remain a frontrunner into the future. 

Furthermore, the farm sector remains heavily-affected due to the flow-on costs allocated to 

transport and electricity, and by the pass-through costs from agricultural processors. The 

NFF believes that the Carbon Tax is just another example of the unnecessary bureaucracy 

imposed on the Agricultural industry. In contrast, Australian farmers have led the way in 

emissions reductions without the Carbon Tax, these include: soil sequestration through 

minimum till farming; revegetation of land and waterways; and methane management of 

livestock and effluent ponds. 

The NFF will continue to work with members to ensure Ag’s voice is involved within this 

constantly evolving debate. In short, if the Carbon Tax is not repealed, Agriculture will 

increasingly bear the burden and this will inevitably, impact on the broader economy. For 

more, see our release here.  

TPP remains stagnant as China FTA ramps 
up 
The NFF has this week welcomed comments made by Chinese Premier Li Keqiang to 

accelerate a free trade agreement with Australia, raising prospects of a finalised deal by 

the end of the year that could provide significant gains to Australian agriculture. But in the 

lead up to this, the NFF continues to caution the Government against signing a deal at any 

cost.  

More broadly, China continues to offer emerging opportunities for Australian commodities, 

in particular for our red meat, dairy, pork, rice, grains and sugar sectors. In 2013, Australian 

sheepmeat exports to China rose by 35% and mutton by 510%, and beef exports have 

reached a record 108,199 tonnes to start this year.   

Amidst these highlights, Australia has been at a competitive disadvantage in China over 

the past years, with key competitor, New Zealand, having secured preferential tariff access 

via the NZ-China FTA established in 2008. As such, the NFF will continue to support a free 

trade agreement – like those in negotiations with Japan and the TPP – that takes a holistic 

view of Australian agriculture and does not exclude key agricultural commodities.  The NFF 

will call for commercially meaningful trade gains and will not support second-rate trade 

agreements that do not deliver returns for Australian farmers. For more, see our release 

here.  

Matt Linnegar speaks at ABARES Outlook 
NFF CEO Matt Linnegar addressed fellow industry leaders and key decision makers on the 

competitiveness and profitability of the farm sector at the inaugural ABARES Outlook 2014 

Conference held this week in Canberra. Looking at competitiveness within the farm sector, 

Matt spoke about the need to improve efficiencies, encourage further investment in 

Australian agriculture and also called for stronger collaboration and unity across the food 

and fibre supply chain.  

Reiterating the importance of market access, Matt indicated that Asia continues to be 

perceived to as a pot of gold for Australian commodities, yet stated that any benefits from 

the Asian century, would remain on hold until there was a concerted push for free trade 

agreements. Matt also encouraged a greater commitment from the government by 

investing in rural infrastructure, increasing R&D funding, reducing red tape and working 

alongside those who know our industry best.  

QFF & NFF 

Updates 

CANEGROWERS is an 

active member of 

National Farmers’ 

Federation (NFF) and 

Queensland Farmers 

Federation (QFF) , a 

partnership through which 

we have been able to 

concentrate and leverage 

influence in areas of 

importance to the cane 

industry.  As part of a 

range of services, NFF & 

QFF provides a range of 

information, including 

weekly cross-commodity 

updates.   

http://www.nff.org.au/read/4435/urging-senate-support-for-carbon-tax.html
http://www.nff.org.au/read/4437/china-fta-good-deal-essential.html
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In addition, Matt outlined that the agricultural industry were equally responsible for making its own decisions to empower its 

potential. Reinforcing the view that industry needs to be at the forefront of innovation and strive for better efficiencies within and 

beyond the farm-gate. 

Rates hold firm at 2.5% 
The NFF has this week released its first Agribusiness Loan Monitor for 2014 in conjunction with the Reserve Bank of Australia 

(RBA) decision to keep Australia’s official cash rate on hold at 2.5 per cent. The NFF’s Loan Monitor compares movements in 

agribusiness loan rates of the major banks and other financial institutions – shedding light on bank rates and products. The tool is 

designed to help farmers and rural business operator to make decisions regarding banking products. See our Loan Monitor here.  

myCFI launch 
The NFF has this week welcomed the launch of the myCFI Launch website – a one-stop shop for Australian farmers interested in 

learning more about the Carbon Farming Initiative.  The myCFI website is a useful platform for farmers to access the information, 

tools and support they need to learn about the carbon farming process. More information on the initiative is available via the 

myCFI website here. 

NFF Committee Representation 
Find out more about NFF Committees and Taskforces. What Committees are there? What's the difference between a Taskforce 

and Committee? How does membership work? What do Committees do? Am I represented? Find out here.  

DROUGHT DECLARATIONS MOVE INTO INTENSIVE FARMING 
REGIONS 
THE State Government has added 15 new local government areas to this list of drought declared regions, bringing the total 

declared area to 79 percent of the State. The full list of declarations is available here and, importantly, the declarations cover 

intensive farming regions such as St George, Border Rivers, Darling Downs, Granite Belt, Wide Bay and Burnett, Sunshine 

Coast, and parts of Central Queensland. Farmers seeking information on assistance should contact DAFF Queensland on 132 

523 or www.daff.qld.gov.au. QFF has published details of various assistance measures on our website and has explained what 

these mean for the intensive agriculture sector. The details are here.  

INCOME SUPPORT LEGISLATION TO HELP FARMERS IN 
TOUGH TIMES  
THE Federal Government has introduced legislation relating to the Farm Household Allowance, with bipartisan support for the 

measure. An interim Allowance is currently available and the Bill will allow for a permanent measure to give farming families 

access to income support measures available to all other Australians in hardship. It provides income support comparable to the 

Newstart Allowance for the unemployed. The Allowance has relaxed the farm assets tests more appropriate to farm businesses 

and will automatically entitle recipients to a Health Care Card, up to $3000 worth of training and a case manager. 

QFF commends the Federal Government for delivering on this long-term policy initiative and for delivering it earlier than 

anticipated.   

REEF ALLIANCE E-NEWS FOR NEWS OF THE AUSTRALIAN 
GOVERNMENT'S REEF PROGRAMME 
THE Reef Alliance is a collaboration between Queensland's agricultural industry groups and natural resource management 

regions working across the Great Barrier Reef catchments. Collectively these organisations deliver the Australian Government's 

Reef Programme, which aims to improve water quality flowing to the reef. If you'd like to read more about their work, please 

subscribe to the e-newsletter, which is distributed quarterly, at http://www.rgc.org.au/category/reef-rescue/. You can view the 

latest newsletter here.  

 

http://www.nff.org.au/publications.html#cat_2119
http://mycfi.com.au/
http://www.nff.org.au/committees.html
http://www.daff.qld.gov.au/environment/drought/drought-declarations-and-revocations
http://www.daff.qld.gov.au
http://www.qff.org.au/weekly-bulletin-march-3-2014/
http://www.rgc.org.au/category/reef-rescue
http://us6.campaign-archive1.com/?u=be9cc2409cc55bcb17498482a&id=b7e3236d6d
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WATER ACT REVIEW 
THE State Government is reviewing the Water Act 2000 and has begun the process of consulting with industry 
groups. It will further the process of review through the water consultative group, which involves, QFF, AgForce, SunWater, 
SEQWater and others. The department of Natural Resources and Mines is planning to finalise drafting by August, with the aim of 
completing the Parliamentary process by December. Meanwhile, the State Government has also released two discussion papers 

at refining its mining legislation. These are the Mining Lease Notification and Objection Initiative discussion paper and 

the Standardised consent framework for restricted land discussion paper. QFF will provide input into all the above policy 
processes.  

VEHICLE LICENCES SIMPLIFIED 
A SPECIAL license is no longer required to drive farm machinery such as tractors and harvesters on Queensland roads. The 

Queensland Government has abolished the UD license, previously needed for undefined vehicles such as headers. Now all that 

is needed is a standard car license. Trucks still require a heavy rigid license. Mobile cranes over 4.5 tonnes cannot be driven on a 

car licence. However, a two year transitional period applies for class UD licence holders allowing them to drive mobile cranes over 

4.5 tonnes until 1 January 2016. It is important to note that the removal of the UD license requirement does not remove the 

obligations of employers to appropriately train staff in the operation and all other occupational health and safety aspects of 

machinery. 

REMINDER OF LMA VIDEO AVAILABLE  
QFF has prepared an online video providing an update on the progress of investigating Local Management Arrangements (LMA) 

for the transition of SunWater irrigation schemes from management by SunWater to local communities. The video interviews 

independent LMA chair, Leith Boully, and interim LMA Bundaberg board members Maurie Maughan and Jim Carney. QFF 

members are encouraged to use this video in their promotion of the consultation phase of the process, which will be increasing in 

coming weeks. More information on the LMA process can be found here.  

http://asmc.com.au/news-communications/annual-review/2014-photography-competition/
http://www.qff.org.au/multimedia/
http://www.lmairrigation.com.au/
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CANEGROWERS’ leadership at 
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